HedgebookPro user
guide
An introductory user guide to the HedgebookPro application.
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Introduction
HedgebookPro is a cloud-based recording, reporting and derivative valuation software service. Our
emphasis is on developing financial risk management tools that help organisations better manage
their treasury exposures, including foreign exchange, interest rates and commodities.
At Hedgebook we are constantly working on changes and improvements to our valuation and
reporting software to give users either access to new instruments and features, or making existing
ones more intuitive and easier to use.
The following quick start guide is intended to give an overview of how to use the primary functions
within HedgebookPro. It is not an exhaustive guide, however, it should get a new user started on
using the key functionality. Please also note, when it comes to financial derivatives, there is some
variation in terminology and often multiple names are used to describe the same thing. We have
attempted to give some alternatives that you may come across.
For further help please email us at help@hedgebook.co.nz.
HedgebookPro is accessed at: www.myhedgebook.com and will require your user name and
password to access your portfolios of instruments.

Web browser
The HedgebookPro application is accessed via a web browser and we endeavour to support all
modern browsers i.e. the most recent versions of Firefox, Chrome, Safari and Internet Explorer.
From time to time the functionality, look and feel of the Hedgebook application can be impaired
with older versions of these browsers. We recommend users maintain the up to date version of their
preferred browser. Any issues with functionality should be articulated via help@hedgebook.co.nz.
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HedgebookPro dashboard

The HedgebookPro dashboard is made up of 5 primary components.

A useful feature of the dashboard is that when the user hovers over the View button ( ) of a deal in
the Instrument Panel the corresponding deal number is highlighted in the Portfolio Tree. This helps
the user quickly identify deals.
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Entering a new deal in HedgebookPro
Below is a guide to entering the various transactions into HedgebookPro. The optimal way to enter a
deal is to refer to the original bank confirmation which will contain all of the contractual details.
Choose the instrument from the Deal Entry dropdown:

FX Forwards
The FX Forwards input screen is used for inputting a forward exchange contract (FEC).
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FX Options
The FX Options input screen is used for inputting a call or put foreign exchange option. The option
can be a purchased or sold option. To enter a collar the purchased and the sold options are entered
individually.
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Interest Rate Swaps (bullet)
The IRS (bullet) input screen is used to enter a pay or receive fixed rate interest rate swap. An IRS
(bullet) is a swap that has a fixed notional throughout the life of the transaction.

Interest Rate Swaps (amortizing)
The IRS (amortizing) input screen is used to enter a pay or receive fixed rate interest rate swap that
has a notional or fixed rate that changes through the life of the transaction.
The input screen will be familiar as it is a replication of the IRS screen above with two subtle
differences:
1.

There is no input box for Notional Amount

2.

There is no input box for Coupon Rate

Both of these inputs are contained within the Schedule pop up box when View/Edit is selected.
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An important point to note is that the Effective Date, Final Maturity Date, Stub Period Dates and
Frequency are all key inputs to determining the amortizing schedule. All of this information needs to
be correct prior to selecting the View/Edit button. If the user inputs and saves an amortizing
schedule but subsequently alters one of the aforementioned fields the amortizing schedule will have
to be re-entered. A pop up alert will warn the user that they have made a change that affects the
amortizing schedule and it will need to be re-entered:

When entering the amortizing schedule the user can set an Amount and a Coupon Rate that they
want to use as a base for the schedule. By clicking Populate, the Amount and Coupon Rate is copied
to the schedule and the user can then amend the details to align with the bank confirmation. The
advantage of the Populate button is that if, for example, the Coupon Rate is not changing through
the life of the swap the user does not have to manually input the coupon rate multiple times. Only
the Amount will need to be input/adjusted.
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If the generated Effective Date and Maturity Date fields have not perfectly aligned with the
confirmation details, the user can manually change the Maturity Date. Once the user has hit OK the
schedule is saved and the Effective Date will change to reflect changes to the Maturity Date.
Once the schedule is completed, along with all the other standard interest rate swap input fields, the
deal can be saved. It will appear under the Amortizing IRS Instrument Type on the LHS of your
HedgebookPro dashboard.
Note that on the Instrument Panel summary page the Rate/Price and Amount fields are blank. The
reason is due to the interest rate and/or amount being different over the life of the swap.
Australian floating rate fixing – BBSW/BBSY
Hedgebook provides the AFMA rate set (BBSW) and the rate-sets dependent on BBSW i.e. BBSY, for
use within the interest rate swaps. When a user is entering a new AUD interest rate swap the
Reference Rate will default to AUD 3 month BBSW/BBSY on a Mid Rate Type. If the swap is based on
a Frequency that is not 3 months and/or a Rate Type that is not Mid then these fields will need to be
selected appropriately by the user.
The majority of AUD pay fixed interest rate swaps have a BBSY (bid) rate-set i.e. BBSW+5 basis
points. In such instances the user will select AUD 3 Month BBSW/BBSY as the Reference Rate and Bid
as the Rate Type. Hedgebook automatically applies the +5 basis points margin to BBSW for both
historic reset rates and to the implied future reset rates.
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Zero curves
Depending on the Base Currency selected by the user a number of zero curves are available for
selection. Important to note is that the appropriate Zero Curve depends on the Frequency of the
floating leg of the swap. A monthly rate set will require a 1 Month Swap Curve, a quarterly rate set
will require a 3 Month Swap Curve and a semi-annual rate set will require a 6 Month Swap Curve.
Hedgebook defaults to the 3 Month Swap Curve (except for NZD swaps where only one curve is
available).
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Commodity Forward
The Commodity Forward input screen is used to enter a gold, silver or base metal forward.

Single/Strip
Hedgebook supports both single forwards and strips of forwards. If the deal is a strip simply choose
strip from the Single/Strip dropdown.

Once Strip is selected the user can View/Edit the Schedule. A pop up box provides an input screen
for the details of the deal:
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Commodity Swap
The Commodity Swap input screen is used to enter a gold, silver or base metal swap.
The input screen of a Commodity Swap is very similar to that of a Commodity Forward. The two key
differences are Swap Type and Direction:

Hedgebook supports both Bullet and Asian Swap Types. As with Commodity Forwards selecting a
Strip will allow access to the Schedule which can be populated as appropriate.
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Commodity Option
The Commodity Option input screen is used to enter a gold, silver or base metal option. The option
can be a bought or sold call or put option.
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Forward exchange contracts: Pre-deliveries and extensions
Users have the functionality to pre-deliver or extend forward exchange contracts (FECs). Predeliveries and extensions are a common method of managing foreign exchange exposure hedging.
You can access the pre-delivery and extension feature via the Quick Edit icons that appear when the
mouse pointer is hovered over the “View” icon in the Instrument Panel:

By clicking on the pre-delivery and extension button “ ” the wizard pops up with the original
Amount, Rate and Maturity Date details. Note, the Execution Date defaults to the current date:

Following the entering of the details of the pre-delivery or extension (full or partial) the user clicks
“Next>”. Some examples of pre-deliveries and extensions with the pop up box are:
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Full pre-delivery:

Full extension:
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Partial pre-delivery:

Partial extension:

Once the details of the pre-delivery or extension are entered the deal can be saved.
If the deal is a partial pre-delivery or extension then saving creates a second deal in the Hedgebook
application i.e. the parent (original deal) plus the child (pre-delivered or extended deal). Note, if the
pre-delivery is for a date prior to the Valuation Date set in the app dashboard it will not show under
the Current Instruments view, All Instruments must be selected.
Following the completion of the pre-delivery or extension the user is able to see the relationship
between deals by using the “View the instrument’s parameters” icon on the Quick Edit icon tray (“
”).
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Parent
Using the partial extension as an example, you can see that on the “View the instrument’s
parameters” of the parent deal that there is a notation to indicate that part of the deal has been
extended. The deal number of the extension is a hyperlink for ease of seeing the deal’s details:

Child
On the extended deal there is a notation to indicate which deal the extension has been transacted
from:

Similar notations are included for partial pre-deliveries.
The parent/child deals will appear as appropriate in the FX Matured Deals Report, FX Hedges Held
Report and Transaction Diary Report.
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HedgebookPro’s Quick Edit Icons
You can access key functions for an individual deal via the Quick Edit icons that appear when the
mouse pointer is hovered over the “View” icon in the Instrument Panel. You can then access the
following functions:

View the instrument’s parameters: This allows you to quickly view the key information of a deal
such as currency details, contract rates and amounts.
View in more detail: This allows you to view the basic parameters of the deal, as well as its markto-market valuation for a given date, and the inputs used to calculate that valuation. Please note
that to see valuation details the deal must first be valued using the “Value Now” button.
Edit instrument details: Use this tool if you wish to change the details of an existing deal.
Move to trash: Deletes the selected deal from the database. Please note, there is no “undo” once
this action is confirmed.
Move to another portfolio: Allows the user to move deals between multiple portfolios.
View cashflow map: Quickly shows the cashflow map for the remaining life of an Interest Rate
Swap. The cashflow map shows the individual floating and fixed legs of the swap with the implied
future rate sets, cashflow and present value. N.B. the cashflow map icon is only visible if the
instrument has been valued using the VALUE NOW button on the Instrument Panel.
Pre delivery and extension wizard: Launch the pre delivery and extension wizard for forward
exchange contracts. This icon only appears when you hover over a forward exchange contract.
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HedgebookPro’s CVA Module
The HedgebookPro app includes a CVA (Credit Value Adjustment) module. We use the current
exposure method which we feel is appropriate for vanilla instruments such as fx forwards, fx options
and interest rate swaps for an entity using these instruments for hedging purposes.
The module is broken into the following steps:
-

Creating new credit curves (both for the counterparty to the transaction and the company’s
own credit).
Managing previously created credit curves
Assigning credit curves to instruments
Running the CVA/DVA report

Creating credit curves
The user needs to include at least one data point for Hedgebook to create a credit curve. Hedgebook
linearly interpolates/extrapolates as appropriate. The more data points that can be included the
better and sources such as treasury advisors, banks, corporate bonds and bank funding costs are all
useful sources for determining credit spreads. The user will need to add at least two curves – one to
reflect the counterparty to the transaction and one to represent the company’s own credit standing.
Hedgebook adds the credit curve to the risk-free curve so that future cashflows can be discounted to
present value and compared against the risk-free valuation.

Once the credit curves have been added they are saved and can be amended/deleted as necessary:
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The final step before running the report is applying the counterparty credit curves to individual deals
as appropriate. All of the curves created by the user are available.

Once the user is satisfied the deals have been correctly assigned with a credit curve, the CVA report
can be run. The output of the report is split by instrument type and includes the risk-free valuation
as well as the fair value and CVA/DVA amount.
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We have focused on providing a relatively simple solution to a new and complex area of financial
reporting.
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HedgebookPro’s Reporting
There is a large selection of Reports available across FX, IR and Commodities that are accessed via
the Reporting section of the Hedgebook application:

A user’s permissions will determine the reports that are available in the dropdown lists.
Detailed Instrument Report
The Detailed Instrument Report can be run from the FX, IR or Commodity dropdown list. It shows all
instruments within a portfolio, grouped by instrument type. The report shows details used in
valuation calculations such as Discount Factor and Market Forward Rate for FX transactions, and Par
Swap Rate for Interest Rate Swaps. N.B. the instruments must first be valued to see the data that
relates to the valuation.
The report can be run in three different ways:
-

The dropdown box under Reporting. This runs the report for the entire portfolio
The “Detailed view” hyperlink at the bottom left of the instrument panel. This runs the
report for the instruments shown in the instrument panel (i.e. the ones checked from the
instrument tree)

-

The “ ” icon on the icon tray when hovering over an instrument in the instrument panel.
This runs the report for that instrument only

FX Reports
FX Forwards Transaction Diary
The FX Forwards Transaction Diary lists all fx forwards in maturity date order.
FX Hedges Held Report
The FX Hedges Held Report shows all fx forwards in maturity date order split by currency pair. The
report also includes valuations.
FX Options Held Report
The FX Options Held Report shows all fx options in maturity date order split by currency pair. The
report also includes valuations.
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FX Cashflow Report
The FX Cashflow Report shows the future cashflows of fx forwards for either 1, 2, 4 or 8 weeks
forward from the valuation date (user defined). The report splits the cashflows by date and currency.
FX Matured Deals Report
The FX Matured Deals Report shows fx forwards that have matured 1, 3, 6 or 12 months prior to the
valuation date (user defined).
FX Exposure Report
The FX Exposure Report shows fx forwards in place versus forecasted exposures. The hedged
position is compared to treasury policy limits and informs the user whether they are inside or
outside policy. The average hedged rate and total effective rate (includes non-hedged exposures) are
also included in the report.
FX Sensitivity Report
The FX Sensitivity report is mainly used for FAS161/IFRS7 purposes to show the change in the markto-market valuation based on percentage change in the spot exchange rate. The percentage change
is currently 1%, 5%, 10% and 20%.
Option Premium Report
The Option Premium Report shows the premiums for all outstanding fx and commodity options from
the selected valuation date. This report can be ran from either the FX or Commodity dropdown list.

IR Reports
Borrowing Report
The Borrowing Report shows the details of physical borrowings sorted by the next rollover date.
Investment Report
The Investment Report shows the details of investments sorted by the next rollover date.
Interest Rate Swaps Position Report
The Interest Rate Swaps Position Report shows current swaps (based on valuation date) and is
sorted by maturity date. The valuation is also included.
IR Cashflow Report
The IR Cashflow Report shows the next cashflow to occur on outstanding swaps over the next 1, 2, 4
or 8 weeks (user defined).
IR Exposure Report
The IR Exposure Report shows interest rate swaps in place versus debt. The hedged position is
compared to treasury policy limits and informs the user whether they are inside or outside policy.
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IR Sensitivity Report
The IR Sensitivity Report has been developed specifically for FAS161/IFRS7 purposes and
demonstrates how the hedged positions would be affected by interest rate changes of various
magnitudes in terms of a parallel shift in the yield curve, either up or down (+/- 50, 100 and 200
basis points).

Commodity Reports
Commodity Swaps Held Report
The Commodity Swaps Held Report shows all commodity swaps in maturity date order split by
commodity and currency. The report also includes valuations.
Commodity Forwards Held Report
The Commodity Forwards Held Report shows all commodity forwards in maturity date order split by
commodity and currency. The report also includes valuations.
Commodity Options Held Report
The Commodity Options Held Report shows all commodity options in maturity date order split by
commodity and currency. The report also includes valuations.
Commodity Matured Deals Report
The Commodity Matured Deals Report shows commodity swaps, options and forwards that have
matured in the 12 month period prior to the valuation date (user defined).
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Reports as CSV files
All reports have the functionality to export as a CSV file. Within each report the user can click on the
CSV button to export the information into Excel. For the majority of browsers the button is found at
the bottom right of the report. The exception is older versions of Internet Explorer where exporting
to CSV is via a hyperlink at the bottom left of the report.

Further support
This introductory guide is designed to give an overview of the HedgebookPro application for a new
user. We are constantly working on new features and inevitably the detail in this guide is subject to
change. Further support is available from your HedgebookPro reseller or from
help@hedgebook.co.nz.
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